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**Limited Submission:** Dept of Labor Building Pathways to Infrastructure Jobs Grant Program $500,000-5,000,000 Internal Deadline June 7th, 2023 [More information]

**Limited Submission:** National Science Foundation Research Traineeship (NRT) Program $2,000,000- $3,000,000 Internal deadline July 3rd, 2023 [More information]

**PCCD** The following Grant Opportunities are now open in PCCD's Egrants System: Funding Announcement Title: **EA-PAV-Youth W/Problematic Sexual Behavior** Plan Year: 2023, Release Date: 5/15/2023 Due Date: 6/16/2023 Concept Papers Required: No

Competitive/Noncompetitive: Competitive Amount Announced: $500,000.00

**Russell Sage Foundation** offers **Research Grants** for Behavioral Science and Decision Making; Future of Work; Immigration and Immigrant Integration; Race, Ethnicity and Immigration; Social, Political, and Economic Inequality. LOI Deadline July 26. [More information].

**Spencer Foundation** offers $75,000 **Vision Grants** and $50,000 **Small Research Grants on Education** for transforming educational systems toward equity. Deadline August 15. [More information].

**William T. Grant Foundation** offers a $650,000 3-year **Institutional Challenge Grant** and $100,000-$600,000 2-3-year **Research Grants on Reducing Inequality** to establish partnerships with public agencies or nonprofit orgs to reduce inequality in youth (5-25 yrs. old). Deadlines September 13 and August 2, respectively. [More information].

**The Mathers Foundation** offers $200,000-$300,000 1-3 year **Research Grants** for basic science research. LOI Deadline July 28. [More information].

For **Corporate and Foundation** opportunities, visit Temple CFR Funding Resources [here].

Questions? Funding@temple.edu